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Key: *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Peter Hewitt* 

2           Editing: David Freeman* 

2           Cinematography: Bobby Bukowski* 

2           Lighting:  Eric Schmidt (Gaffer) 

2           Screenplay: Stephen Sommers and David Loughery based on the novel 

             THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER by Samuel Clemens a.k.a.  

             Mark Twain 

2           Music: Stephen Endelman* 

1           Production Design: Gemma Jackson     Art Director: Michael Rizzo 

             Set Design: Daniel Bradford     Set Decoration: Ellen Brill 

             Set Dressing: Gary Bannister, Drew Meyers, and Tommy Horn 



             Props: Keith Walters* and Stephanie Ponder* 

             Make-up: Harriette Landau (Key) and Donna Premick 

2           Sound: Dane Davis* (Supervising Sound Editor) and Walter Anderson 

             (Mixer)* 

2           Acting 

1           Creativity 

18 total points 

 

Cast: Jonathan Taylor Thomas (j)* (Tom Sawyer), Brad Renfro (j) (Huck Finn), 

Charles Rocket* (Judge Thatcher), Amy Wright (Aunt Polly, Tom’s Aunt), 

Michael McShane (Muff Potter, town drunk), Marian Seldes* (Widow Douglas), 

Lanny Flaherty (Emmet, Injun Joe’s partner), Courtland Mead (j)  

(Sid, Tom’s cousin), Peter Mackenzie (Mr. Sheed), Eric Schweig* (Injun Joe),  

Rachael Lee Cook (j) (Becky Thatcher), Heath Lamberts (Schoolmaster Dobbins), 

William Newman* (Doc Robinson), Joey Stinson (j) (Joe Harper), Blake Heron (j) 

(Ben Rodgers), Jim Aycock (Defense Lawyer), Andy Stahl (Sheriff),  

Adrian Roberts (Welshman), Tiffany Lynn Clark (j) (Suzy Harper),  

Kellen Hathaway (j) (Billy Newton), Mark Cabus (Farmer), Bronwen Murray (j)  

(Mary, Sid’s sister, a cousin to Tom), Paul Anthony Kropel  

(Impatient Trial Spectator), others 

 

     Though frequently and successfully filmed, THE ADVENTURES OF TOM 

SAWYER has been tagged with a reputation as a children’s book not comparable 

in quality or aspiration with THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. In fact, it 

is a superior achievement, one whose fully credible lead character’s inclination 

to mischief is tempered by both intelligence and conscience. The latter two 

qualities are notably deficient in his pariah friend Huck, a victim of both child 

abuse and ignorance. Tom supplies his creator with a wider range of interaction 

options than Huck, who must travel from one colorful eccentric to another to 

maintain reader interest. While Huck himself is far less interesting than his 

companions, the opposite is true for Tom. Readers want to know what plot he’s 

about to hatch so they can attempt to outsmart him. With Huck, they are 

mostly concerned with how he will escape punishment for participation in an 



endless string of follies. The majority of readers are much cleverer and get no 

challenge in attempting to outfox the Finn lad. While plot is more important 

than character in THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, the opposite is true 

of THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER. 

     As this film based on the latter book opens, Injun Joe is stalking, rifle in hand, 

through waterlogged riparian countryside, rain pouring down heavily and 

streaming from his hat brim. His greatcoat is wide open, despite intensive 

showers, indicating its wearer’s total unconcern for inclement weather. He’s on 

a mission. No fluke of nature will delay him. It is nearly midnight when he 

arrives at Doc Robinson’s establishment.  

     That not-so-good character is local undertaker and resident grave robber. 

He’s summoned Injun Joe because he needs diggers to excavate a coffin 

containing one extremely precious map. He himself is too spindly a specimen to 

attempt an exhumation. But a strapping fellow like the Indian would manage it 

just fine, with assistance from an equally sturdy assistant. Robinson’s stipulated 

reward of two dollars for that job is rapidly escalated to three by a metallic 

prompt from Joe. Doc smartly bypasses a challenge, knowing Injun Joe’s 

reputation for murder is well-attested. 

     On that very night, the Sawyer boy restlessly awaits the final stroke of 

midnight, one that will release him from any further necessity for feigning 

slumber. Fully clothed, he slides out of bed, then twists the top cover into a 

makeshift travel bag. Later it will do duty as a sail. Younger cousin Sid, just as 

much awake as his elder, queries Tom about his intentions. If he is not brought 

along, Sid announces he will report his roommate’s shenanigans to Aunt Polly. 

The older boy has foreseen that possibility. First he stuffs a gag into the 

prospective informant’s mouth, stifling any attempt at outcry. Then Tom places 

a glass jar on Sid’s bedcover, roughly above his belly. It just might contain a 

fearsome, toxic tarantula. Or maybe only a harmless garden spider. Keeping his 

cousin in tormented uncertainty, Tom invites Sid to find out which is the case. If 

he dares. 

     Sid decides to remain absolutely still and silent. Tom hastily departs as 

planned. He collects two fellow adventurers outside their homes. The larking 

trio of boys then dashes through Hannibal, making for an inlet of the Big 



Muddy. Tom stops briefly to acquaint a passerby, his friend and the town drunk,  

with their intentions to run away downriver to New Orleans. Muff Potter is 

sober enough to remember doing the same thing as a boy. He makes no 

attempt to hinder them, muttering a “see you tomorrow” as they vanish in the 

distance. On they scamper, down to the shoreline, where a raft equipped with 

sail and paddle is moored. Untying it quickly, the boys are off to explore, each a 

combination of pirate, sightseer, and thrill-seeker. Disaster awaits. For their 

craft is manned by landlubbers who don’t know the difference between 

starboard and port. A misinterpretation of lingo rapidly precipitates journey’s 

end, as one boy’s frantic paddling in the wrong direction steers them directly 

against jutting rock. All three lose their footing and end up dispersed in shower-

swollen river. Two remain thrashing on the surface. They manage a scramble to 

shore. Fast-flowing current submerges Tom, who would likely have drowned, 

except for intervention from a mysterious spectator.    

     It turns out the anonymous rescuer is no other than Huckleberry Finn, back in 

the neighborhood after an interval of wandering. It seems no matter how well 

he tries to hide from prying eyes, something always develops requiring 

revelation of his whereabouts.  

     As punishment for his nocturnal escapade, Aunt Polly assigns Tom the task of 

whitewashing a picket fence surrounding her house. Never one to tax himself 

with unprofitable work when opportunity for evasion’s available, the boy 

instead dupes Hannibal’s more credulous youngsters into doing his chore, 

collecting payments from each for that privilege. These tokens of gratitude 

include a colorful marble from Billy. It will become the crucial giveaway enabling 

Injun Joe to identify Tom as incidental witness to what occurred in the cemetery 

the night of Doc Robinson’s murder.   

     Once enough labor is present and engaged at his aunt’s, Tom abandons 

sidewalk supervision, making his way to surrounding forest. Eventually he 

stumbles into Huck’s temporary residence, a rock-walled campground with a 

barrel crow’s nest positioned high in an outlying tree. Ascertaining his rescuer 

was indeed the older boy, Tom presses for renewal of their old friendship. 

Grudgingly, Huck accedes to his companion’s implorings, though he would 

prefer to remain noncommittal and irresponsible.  



     Sometime after leaving his pal, Tom tardily enters Hannibal’s one-room 

schoolhouse. There he liberates a girl from the clutches of a torturing 

schoolmaster, diverting his attention to an alternative target. Clever enough to 

propose his own penalty, Tom is ordered to sit with the girls. Fine, so long as a 

seat next to favorite Becky Thatcher is available.  

     Flirtation with apple bait follows, Becky resisting energetically at first, then 

detouring Tom’s offering to a female classmate. When the receiver puzzles over 

who has sent it, Becky points a finger at Tom, misleading the other girl  into 

believing it was intended for her in the first place. Tom is chagrined. Becky 

congratulates herself on outwitting him.  

     She does that a second time after school is dismissed. When Tom elects to 

show off athletic prowess by balancing on a bridge rail, it only gets him toppled 

off into the drink by Becky.  

     Watching Tom making a splash for the second time is Huck, who happens to 

be loafing under the bridge. He has a sack slung over his shoulder. Inside is a 

dead cat. Tom sees no usefulness in that corpse. Until Huck informs him a 

lifeless feline, transported into a graveyard the night some wicked newcomer’s 

buried there, can be tossed at devilish visitor engaged in spiriting away a 

malefactor’s soul. If the right words are spoken then, the speaker’s wart will 

disappear. Tom is currently bothered by just such an affliction. Eventually, he 

and Huck decide to test the theory at first opportunity. Under a full moon. 

     When they arrive on their appointed hour at the cemetery, these two 

trespassers are amazed to learn other sneaks have preceded them. Doc 

Robinson, Injun Joe, and Muff Potter are in view and within earshot.  

     While Robinson holds a lantern above, the other two dig away, attempting to 

pry free a coffin. This they effect, while the boys watch and listen. Doc pries off 

the lid, removes a coffer from inside, then begins to gloat about access to riches.    

      For inside that box is a map revealing precisely where “One-Eyed Murrell”s 

stash of gold coins is located. Doc pulls it forth to study, charging subordinates 

to rebury the coffin. 

     Injun Joe wants a better look at what the other is holding. When Doc balks at 

sharing, his mercenary accomplice attempts forcible transfer of possession, 

punching the weaker partner into surrendering it.  



     Muff observes the dispossessed one pick up a piece of stone tablet. Joe, 

incautiously facing the opposite direction, is wholly engrossed in study of his 

newly-seized prize. Attempting to mediate between them, Potter is conked on 

the skull by an enraged, desperate looter who sees a golden opportunity 

slipping away.  

     Stunned and maddened by Doc’s assault on Muff, Injun Joe pulls out a knife, 

then stabs his employer viciously three times. It’s a lethal assault.  

     This is more than enough terror for two boy eavesdroppers. As soon as 

events permit, they hightail it away. Or try to.  

     Tom’s shirt catches on an iron spearpoint of railing, snagging him 

temporarily. In the agitation of attempting to tear himself loose, Tom fails to 

notice a prized cat’s-eye marble drop to the ground. Seconds later, extricated 

with little time to spare, he speeds off to rejoin Huck. 

     Injun Joe detects the presence of strangers, aided by moonlight and ripping 

noise of fabric being shredded. He moves to the spot where Tom skewered 

himself, sees a ragged remnant of shirt, then spots gleaming glass at his feet. 

Pocketing the round plaything for future use, remorseless murderer returns to 

the crime scene, rearrangiong weapon, victim, and scapegoat to exonerate 

himself and implicate Potter. Fingerprint identification has not yet been 

invented. So testimonials carry disproportionate weight in cases of abundant 

incriminating physical evidence. 

     Retreating to Huck’s hideout, the two boys confer about their next move. 

Tom wants to report what they saw to the town sheriff. Huck not only resolves 

to keep mum himself, but also determines to impose silence on his comrade. 

He compels the smaller boy to create a document sealed with blood, pledging 

never to disclose what they watched that night. 

     The rest of this film involves Tom’s struggle with his conscience. Should he 

violate an oath and confess to being present at a crime? That would save the life 

of his innocent friend Muff, fingered by Joe as the killer in public testimony. O 

should he honor an oath of silence which he was bullied into making? 

     After various complications, including a second homicide committed by the 

same individual, a climax comes in McDougal’s Cave. There two lost children, 

Tom and Becky, are stalked by Tom’s incarnate nightmare. Who will safely 



retrieve that cavern’s treasure? What price will be exacted for its recovery? 

Watch the rest of this intensifyingly suspenseful film to find out.  

     Casting is admirable, with Jonathan Taylor Thomas a delightfully satisfying 

match for the book’s protagonist. Brad Renfro makes for a surly, selfish, 

sufficiently callow Huckleberry, adept with knife and fishing pole, yet 

awkwardly devoid of social graces.  

     Strong support comes from an authoritative, yet affable Judge Thatcher, 

played estimably by Charles Rocket.  

     Eric Schweig’s Injun Joe is a completely unscrupulous villain, driven 

irrevocably by greed and excessively reliant on bloody violence. All the menace 

and arrogance of this character is expertly displayed in Schweig’s low-key 

performance, frequently making use of silences themselves to convey terror. 

     Several additional cast members merit individual plaudits.  

     Marian Seldes, as Widow Douglas, is as formidable and steely as Judge 

Thatcher when confrontations occur. Not only does she sharply rebuke all 

desertions of reason; this potent moral conscience even undertakes reformation 

and fostering of Huckleberry Finn himself, a task from which all others flinch. 

Her angularity, scathing tongue, brusqueness, and wisdom are all luminously 

delivered by Seldes on screen.   

     William Newman makes the most of a manipulative Doc Robinson, a man 

whose overestimation of limited abilities sets the story’s plot in motion. 

Assured playing of the role discloses both the character’s reprehensible 

covetousness and his fundamental weakness of both character and muscle. He’s 

clearly both caitiff and scoundrel, definitely a minor demon in comparison to his 

primary hireling. Unlike Injun Joe, he longs for social respect and acceptance, 

something Hannibal chooses to deny him. 

     Camera setups which alternate between telling close-ups and atmospheric 

tracking shots establish proper tones throughout. There’s a precarious balance 

of humor and drama established solidly in the source novel, difficult to replicate 

on film. To their considerable credit, director Peter Hewitt and Director of 

Photography Bobby Bukowski accomplish that formidable task. No actor goes 

begging for key screen time. On the other hand, most are kept within sensible 

boundaries, forestalling any inclination to depict characters in the broadest 



possible manner, a device not always bypassed by the author himself. In 

adopting a realistic photographic style, filmmakers steered clear of exaggerated, 

artificial posings that too often make Clemens’ works insufferably cartoonish.  

     Sounds are recorded with not only fidelity to sources, but also with optimal 

volumes and balance between effects and voices. Stephen Edelman’s rollicking 

music score rambunctiously captures frontier America’s explosive energy, as 

well as its partiality for singable melody.  

     Eric Schmidt’s lighting is, if anything, too illuminating. While supplying clear 

views of each scene, it also unveils artificiality of some props standing in for 

location scenery. This would normally be a minor flaw. But extended dialogue 

accompanying overexposed settings create a clash between them and the  

human drama and comedy being enacted further forward. Still, cave shots for 

the film’s climactic pursuit are especially majestic and brilliant.  

     At times, character faces appear too modern, perhaps needing adjustments 

in makeup. A grittier look for both cast and costume would not have been 

remiss. Just stuffing an actor into duds tailored appropriately for the period is 

not sufficient by itself to establish historical authenticity. More weathering and 

actual wearing of garments beforehand in rehearsal is required. 

     As adaptation of a masterwork, the TOM AND HUCK screenplay is 

substantive, taut, pleasantly linear. Enough of the original book’s flavorful 

dialogue is preserved to do justice and honor to its author. Side trips into 

subplots are wisely eschewed in favor of clearly defined relationships among 

central characters. This facilitates the job of younger viewers trying to immerse 

themselves in an era completely alien to them. Reducing unfamiliar vocabulary 

which has not survived the passage of time may be a small disservice to 

Clemens’s craftsmanship. However, it maximizes intelligibility of conversations. 

Storyteller Twain would almost certainly support that approach. 

     An almost ideal introduction to an American master writer, TOM AND HUCK 

is a family film enjoyable for both adults and children. It’s neither too 

sophisticated for the latter nor too simplistic and reductive for the former. 

     Despite the presence of several ringing profanities, this film is well-suited to 

teen audiences. They are likely to believe Tom’s moral dilemma mirrors 

situations encountered in modern everyday adolescent life, though in different 



settings. Today’s juveniles also have Injun Joes dogging their footsteps, pushing 

themselves undesired into private lives of neighbors, threatening sometimes 

more than just verbally, contending for attention, infiltrating dreams and 

turning them into forebodings.  

     Adults will relish an uncluttered, straightforward story arc, engaging 

characters, highly proficient acting, and appealingly boisterous music.  

     TOM AND HUCK is definitely one of the better literary adaptations of a major 

novel, well worth seeking out and screening.      

 

 

 

 

hey decide to visit Hannibal’s graveyard that night with a dead cat. Tom has a 

wart he wishes rid of, and Huck knows a surefire formula to achieve that 

miracle. It involves   


